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ABSTRACT
Multi-signatures enable a group of signers to jointly generate a short

and efficiently verifiable signature on a common message. They are

commonly used in proof-of-stake and permissioned blockchains,

where reaching consensus usually involves a committee of nodes

signing the next block. Adaptive corruptions, however, pose a com-

mon threat to such designs, because the adversary can corrupt

committee members after they certified a block (and possibly after

they sold their stake) and use their signing keys to fork the chain by

certifying a different block, thereby undermining the main security

goal of a blockchain. Forward-secure signatures protect against

such attacks by letting signers evolve their keys over time, while

keeping the verification key constant. We present Pixel, a pairing-
based forward-secure multi-signature scheme optimized for use in

blockchains, that achieves substantial savings in bandwidth, stor-

age requirements, and verification effort. Pixel signatures consist
of two group elements, regardless of the number of signers, and

can be verified using three pairings and one exponentiation; they

also support non-interactive aggregation of individual signatures

into a multi-signature. We prove our scheme secure in the random-

oracle model under a suitable variant of the bilinear Diffie-Hellman

inversion problem.

1 INTRODUCTION
Blockchain technologies are quickly gaining popularity for pay-

ments, financial applications, and other distributed applications.

A blockchain is an append-only public ledger to which anyone

can write and read. At the core of the blockchains is a consensus

mechanism that allows nodes to agree on changes to the ledger,

while ensuring that changes once confirmed cannot be altered; we

refer to the latter as the safety requirement. The key question in

any blockchain design is: “How to choose and agree on the next

block?”

In the first generation of blockchain implementations, such as

Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, the nodes with the largest computa-

tional resources choose the next block. These implementations

suffer from large computational waste, high transaction costs, low

throughput, high latency, and centralization due to the formation of

mining pools [11, 19, 37]. To overcome these problems, the current

generation of blockchain implementations such as Algorand, Car-

dano, Ethereum Casper and Dfinity turn to proofs of stake (PoS),

where nodes with larger stakes in the system —as measured for

instance by the amount of money in their account— are more likely

to participate in choosing the next block [14, 17, 21, 24, 26, 29, 35].

At a high level, PoS-based blockchains share the following struc-

ture: (a) a committee of selected users runs a consensus sub-protocol

to agree on what block B to be added next, (b) each committee mem-

ber then signs that block B, and (c) each node then appends a block

B to their view of the ledger if it sees sufficiently many committee

member signatures on the block B. We refer to this collection of

committee signatures on the block B as the block certificate. The
way in which the committees are selected and the consensus sub-

protocol varies quite substantially amongst the various designs.

This work. In this work, we focus on the common cryptographic

core of all PoS-based blockchains, namely the signature scheme

used by the committee, and how we can simultaneously meet the

requirements for efficiency and security.

In terms of efficiency, amajor cost of PoS protocols are bandwidth

and space needed to propagate committee signatures and to store

the block certificate, as well as the computational resources needed

for signature verification of these certificates. The former can be

mitigated with the use multi-signatures [1, 4, 6, 23, 27, 31, 32, 36, 38],

where a single short signature validates that amessagemwas signed

by N different parties. Multi-signatures based on the BLS signature

scheme [6, 9, 10, 39] are particularly well-suited to the distributed

setting of PoS blockchains as no communication is required between

the signers; anybody can aggregate individual signatures into a

multi-signature.

In terms of security, we require that the signatures be forward-
secure. That is, each signature is associated with the current time

period in addition to the signed message, and after each time in-

terval, a user’s secret key can be updated in such a way that it can

only be used to sign messages for future time periods, but not pre-

vious ones. The use of forward-secure signatures prevents adaptive
attacks on a PoS-based blockchain, where an adversary waits until

the agreement on a block B is reached for a round r , and then at

some time in the future, it corrupts all the committee members that

signed the block to obtain their signing keys.
1
Using the keys, the

adversary can produce a valid certificate for a different block B′ for
the same round r . Note that this attack is prevented if committee

members use a forward-secure signature scheme and update their

keys as soon as they sign a block B.

1
In a typical PoS protocol, a committee is a tiny fraction of the total number of users

in the system so that an adaptive adversary can corrupt an entire committee while

controlling only a tiny fraction of the total stake. Also, the stakes of the committee

members may decrease significantly over time.



scheme key update sign verify |σ | |pk | |sk | forward security

BLS multi-signatures [6, 9, 39] – 1 exp 2 pair 1 1 O(1) no

Pixel multi-signatures (this work) 2 exp 4 exp 3 pair + 1 exp 2 1 O((logT )2) yes

Figure 1: Comparing our scheme with BLS signatures. Here, “exp” and “pair” refer to number of exponentiations and pairings
respectively. T denotes the maximum number of time periods. We omit additive overheads of O(logT ) multiplications. The
column “key update” refers to amortized cost of updating the key for time t to t + 1. The columns |σ |, |pk |, and |sk | denote
the sizes of signatures, public keys, and secret keys, respectively, in terms of group elements. Aggregate verification for N
signatures requires an additional N − 1 multiplications over basic verification.

1.1 Our Results
We present the Pixel signature scheme, which is a pairing-based

forward-secure multi-signature scheme for use in PoS-based block-

chains that achieves substantial savings in bandwidth and storage

requirements. To support a total of T time periods and a com-

mittee of size N , the block certificate comprises just two group

elements (in addition to the identities of the committee members),

whereas verifying each committee member’s signature as well as

the block certificate requires only three pairings plus one expo-

nentiation. Pixel signatures are almost as efficient as BLS multi-

signatures, as depicted in Figure 1, while also preventing adaptive

attacks; moreover, like in BLS multi-signatures, anybody can non-

interactively, aggregate individual signatures into a multi-signature.

In contrast, using existing forward-secure signature yields much

larger block certificate of size O(N ) to O(N logT ) group elements

[3, 12, 28, 30, 33]; this is the case even if we were to instantiate the

tree-based constructions with aggregatable BLS signatures.

Our construction builds on prior forward-secure signatures based

on hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE) [7, 12, 15, 18] and

adds the ability to securely aggregate signatures on the same mes-

sage. We achieve security under a standard q-type assumption in

the random oracle model.

Overview of our scheme. Starting with a bilinear group (G1,G2,

Gt) with e : G1 ×G2 → Gt of prime order q and generators д1,д2

for G1,G2 respectively, a signature on M ∈ Zq at time t under
public key дx

2
is of the form:

σ = (σ ′,σ ′′) = (hx · F (t,M)r ,дr
2
) ∈ G1 ×G2

where the function F (t,M) can be computed with some public

parameters (two group elements in G1 in addition to h ∈ G1) and

r is fresh randomness used for signing. Verification relies on the

relation:

e(σ ′,д2) = e(h,y) · e(F (t,M),σ ′′)

and completeness follows directly:

e(σ ′,д2) = e(hx · F (t,M)r ,д2)

= e(hx ,д2) · e(F (t,M)
r ,д2)

= e(h,дx
2
) · e(F (t,M),дr

2
)

= e(h,y) · e(F (t,M),σ ′′) .

Note that e(h,y) can be precomputed to save verification computa-

tion.

Given N signatures σ1, . . . ,σN ∈ G1 ×G2 on the same message

M at time t under N public keys дx1

2
, . . . ,дxN

2
, we can produce a

multi-signature Σ onM by computing the coordinate-wise product

of σ1, . . . ,σN . Concretely, if σi = (h
xi · F (t,M)ri ,дri

2
), then

Σ = (hx1+· · ·+xN · F (t,M)r
′

,дr
′

2
)

where r ′ = r1 + · · · + rN . To verify Σ, we first compute a single

aggregate public key that is a compressed version of allN individual

public keys

apk ← y1 · . . . · yN ,

and verify Σ against apk using the standard verification equation.

How to generate and update keys. To complete this overview, we

describe a simplified version of the secret keys and update mecha-

nism, where the secret keys are of size O(T ) instead of O((logT )2).
The construction exploits the fact that the function F satisfies

F (t,M) = F (t, 0) · F ′M

for some constant F ′. This means that in order to sign messages at

time t , it suffices to know

s̃kt = {hx · F (t, 0)r , F ′r ,дr2 }

from which we can compute (hx · F (t,M)r ,дr
2
).

The secret key skt for time t is given by:

s̃kt , s̃kt+1, · · · , s̃kT

generated using independent randomness. To update from the key

skt to skt+1, we simply erase s̃kt . Forward security follows from

the fact that an adversary who corrupts a signer at time t only

learns skt and, in particular, does not learn s̃kt ′ for t ′ < t , and is

unable to create signatures for past time slots.

To compress the secret keys down toO((logT )2)without increas-
ing the signature size, we combine the tree-based approach in [15]

with the compact HIBE in [7]. Roughly speaking, each skt now

contains logT sub-keys, each of which contains O(logT ) group

elements and looks like an “expanded” version of s̃kt . (In the sim-

plified scheme, each skt contains T − t + 1 sub-keys, each of which

contains three group elements.)

Security against rogue-key attacks. A well-known challenge in

constructing secure multi-signature schemes is to avoid rogue-key

attacks, where an adversary forges a multi-signature by providing

specially crafted public keys that are correlated with the public

keys of the honest parties. We achieve security against rogue-key

attacks by having users provide a proof of possession of their secret

key [6, 39]; it suffices here for each user to provide a standard BLS

signature y′ on its public key y.

2



Committee members
sign blocks using Pixel
then update keys

Relay nodes
verify & aggregate

Blockchain

Figure 2: Using Pixel in PoS-based blockchains

1.2 Pixel in PoS-based Blockchains
Next, we describe how to integrate Pixel during consensus in a

PoS-based blockchain. The consensus sub-protocol begins by se-

lecting a committee members, each of whom votes on a block B
by signing the block B using Pixel with the current block number,

and consensus is reached when we see a collection of N committee

member signatures σ1, . . . ,σN on the same block B, where N is

some fixed threshold, typically in the range of 1000 to 5000. Note

that to tolerate malicious committee members, we will need to

start with a committee of size much larger than N . Finally, we will

aggregate these N signatures into a single multi-signature Σ, and
the pair (B, Σ) constitute a so-called block certificate and the block

B is appended to the blockchain.

1. block B3 is proposed as the third block.

B3

2. committee member i signs B3 using ski
3
to produce σi

sk1

3
sk2

3
sk3

3

3. (σ1, σ2, σ3) are aggregated into a multi-signature Σ3.

4. B3 is appended to the blockchain with certificate Σ3

B1 B2 B3

Figure 3: Using Pixel to sign the third block

Propagating signatures. Individual committee signatures will be

propagated through the network via so-called relay nodes, until

we see N committee member signatures on the same block B. Note
that Pixel supports non-interactive and incremental aggregation:

the former means that signatures can be aggregated by any party

after broadcast without communicating with the original signers,

and the latter means that we can incorporate a new signature to

an aggregate signature to obtain a new aggregate signature. In

practice, this means that relay nodes can perform intermediate

aggregation on any number of committee signatures and propagate

the result, until the block certificate is formed. In order to speed

up verification of individual committee member signatures, a relay

node could pre-compute e(h,y) for the y’s corresponding to the

users with the highest stakes.

Registering public keys. In order to be eligible for selection as

a committee member, a user needs to first register a public key y
for Pixel along with the corresponding y′ for the proof of posses-
sion. Registration here means that y must appear in a block B on

the blockchain. The committee member that signs the block B is

responsible for verifying the proof of possession y′ and we stress

that only y and not y′ appears in the block B, and therefore only y
but not y′ will stored on the blockchain.

Tweaking the scheme. The blockchain stores Pixel public keys
of all eligible committee members, as well as multi-signatures on

each block. It is easy to see that we can tweak the Pixel scheme so

that public keys live in the group G1 (which has a more compact

description) instead of G2; this way, we can minimize the size of

the blockchain as well as the cost of aggregate verification, which is

dominated by the cost of multiplyingN public keys for largeN . This

change does come at a small cost since signing is performed over

the slower G2 instead of G1. When instantiated with the BLS12-

381 pairing-friendly curve, each public key is 48 bytes, and each

multi-signature is 48+96=144 bytes independent ofN . Moreover, we

estimate signing to take less than 3 ms, and signature verification

less than 5 ms for T = 2
30
. More details are provided in Section 5.

Key updates. When using Pixel in block-chains, time corresponds

to the block number. Naively, this means that all eligible committee

members should update their Pixel secret keys for each time a new

block is formed and the round number is updated. As it turns out,

we can in fact support less frequent updates while still guaranteeing

security. Assume for simplicity that each committee member signs

at most one block (if not, simply append a counter to the block

number and use that as the time). If a user is selected to be on the

committee at block number t , it should first update its key to skt
(Pixel supports “fast-forward” key updates from skt to skt ′ for any
t ′ > t ), and as soon as it signs a block, updates its key to skt+1 and

then propagates the signature. In particular, there is no need for

key updates when a user is not selected to be on the committee,

which yields significant savings in computation for users with small

stakes. With the infrequent updates, it is possible that an adversary

corrupts a user at block number 999 and obtains her Pixel secret key
for block number 997, but the adversary is still unable to rewrite

block 997 if the user was last selected to be on the committee for

block number 996.

Avoiding trusted set-up. Note that the common parameters con-

tain uniformly random group elementsh,h0, . . . ,hlogT inG2 which

are used to define the function F . These elements can be generated

using a indifferentiable hash-to-curve algorithm [13, 40] evaluated

on some fixed sequence of inputs (e.g. determined by the digits of

pi), thereby avoiding any trusted set-up.

3



1.3 Discussion
Related works. The use of HIBE schemes for forward secrecy

originates in the context of encryption [15] and has been used in

signatures [12, 18], key exchange [25] and proxy re-encryption

[22]. Our signature scheme is quite similar to the forward-secure

signatures of Boyen et al. [12] and achieves the same asymptotic

complexity; their construction is more complex in order to achieve

security against untrusted updates. Thewaywe achieve aggregation

is similar to the multi-signatures in [31].

Alternative approaches to adaptive security. There are two vari-

ants of the adaptive attack: (i) a short-range variant, where an

adversary tries to corrupt a committee member prior to comple-

tion of the consensus sub-protocol, and (ii) a long-range variant

as explained earlier. Dfinity [26], Ouroboros [29] and Casper [14]

cope with the short-range attacks by assuming a delay in attacks

that is longer than the running time of the consensus sub-protocol.

For long-range attacks, Casper adopts a fork choice rule to never

revert a finalized block, and in addition, assumes that clients log on

with sufficient regularity to gain a complete update-to-date view of

the chain. We note that forward-secure signatures provide a clean

solution against both attacks, without the need for fork choice rules

or additional assumptions about the adversary and the clients.

Application to permissioned blockchains. Consensus protocols,
such as PBFT, are also at the core of many permissioned blockchains

(e.g. Hyperledger), where only approved parties may join the net-

work. Our signature scheme can similarly be applied to this setting

to achieve forward secrecy, reduce communication bandwidth, and

produce compact block certificates.

2 PRELIMINARIES
Let G1,G2,Gt be multiplicative groups of prime order q with an

admissible pairing function e : G1 × G2 → Gt. Let д1 and д2 be

generators of G1 and G2, respectively.

In analogy with the weak bilinear Diffie-Hellman inversion prob-

lem ℓ-wBDHI
∗
[8], whichwas originally defined for Type-1 pairings

(i.e., symmetric pairings where we have G1 = G2), we define the

following variant for Type-3 pairings denoted ℓ-wBDHI
∗
3
.

Input: A1 = д
α
1
, A2 = д

(α 2)

1
, . . . , Aℓ = д

(α ℓ )

1
,

B1 = д
α
2
, B2 = д

(α 2)

2
, . . . , Bℓ = д

(α ℓ )

2
,

C1 = д
γ
1
, C2 = д

γ
2

for α,γ ←$ Zq

Compute: e(д1,д2)
(γ ·α ℓ+1)

The advantage Adv
ℓ-wBDHI

∗
3

G1×G2

(𝒜) of an adversary𝒜 is defined as its

probability in solving this problem.

Alternatively, our scheme could be proved secure under a vari-

ant of the above assumption where the adversary has to output

д
(α ℓ+1)

1
given as inputA1, . . . ,Aℓ,B1, . . . ,Bℓ and given access to an

oracle ψ : дx
2
7→ дx

1
. Because of the ψ oracle, this assumption is

incomparable to the ℓ-wBDHI assumption described above.

3 FORWARD-SECURE SIGNATURES
We begin by describing a forward-secure signature scheme, and

then extend the construction to a multi-signature scheme in Sec-

tion 4.

3.1 Definition
We use the Bellare-Miner model [3] to define syntax and security

of a forward-secure signature scheme. A forward-secure signature

scheme ℱ𝒮 for a message space ℳ consists of the following algo-

rithms:

Setup: pp←$ Setup(T ). All parties agree on the public parameters

pp. The setup algorithm mainly fixes the distribution of the

parameters given the maximum number of time periodsT . The
parameters may be generated by a trusted third party, through a

distributed protocol, or set to “nothing-up-my-sleeve” numbers.

The public parameters are taken to be an implicit input to all

of the following algorithms.

Key generation: (pk, sk1) ←
$ Kg. The signer runs the key genera-

tion algorithm on input the maximum number of time periods

T to generate a public verification key pk and an initial secret

signing key sk1 for the first time period.

Key update: skt+1 ←
$ Upd(skt ). The signer updates its secret key

skt for time period t to skt+1 for the next period using the key

update algorithm. The scheme could also offer a “fast-forward”

update algorithm skt ′ ←$ Upd′(skt , t ′) for any t ′ > t that is
more efficient than repetitively applying Upd.

Signing: σ ←$ Sign(skt ,M). On input the current signing key skt
andmessageM ∈ℳ, the signer uses this algorithm to compute

a signature σ .
Verification. b ← Vf(pk, t,M,σ ). Anyone can verify a signature

σ for on messageM for time period t under public key pk by

running the verification algorithm, which returns 1 to indicate

that the signature is valid and 0 otherwise.

Correctness. Correctness requires that for all messagesM ∈ℳ and

for all time periods t ∈ [T ] it holds that

Pr[Vf(pk, t,M, Sign(skt ,M)) = 1] = 1

where the coin tosses are over pp←$ Setup(T ), (pk, sk1) ←
$ Kg, and

ski ← Upd(ski−1) for i = 2, . . . , t .
Moreover, if the scheme has a fast-forward update algorithm,

then the keys it produces must be distributed identically to those

produced by repetitive application of the regular update algorithm.

Meaning, for all t, t ′ ∈ [T ] with t < t ′ ≤ T and for all skt it

holds that sk′t ′ ←
$ Upd′(skt , t ′) follows the same distribution as skt

produced as ski ←$ Upd(ski−1) for i = t + 1, . . . , t ′.

Security. Unforgeability under chosen-message attack for forward-

secure signatures is defined through the following game. The ex-

periment generates a fresh key pair (pk, sk1) and hands the public

key pk to the adversary 𝒜. The adversary is given access to the

following oracles:

Key update. If the current time period t (initially set to t = 1) is

less than T , then this oracle updates the key skt to skt+1 and

increases t .

4



t = 1, t = ε

t = 2, t = 1

t = 3, t = 11 t = 4, t = 12

t = 5, t = 2

t = 6, t = 21 t = 7, t = 22

Figure 4: Tree structure illustrating bijection between t ∈

[2ℓ] and t ∈ {1, 2}≤ℓ−1 for ℓ = 3.

Signing. On input a messageM , this oracle runs the signing oracle

with the current secret key skt and message M , and returns

the resulting signature σ .
Break in. The experiment records the break-in time t̄ ← t and

hands the current signing key skt̄ to the adversary. This oracle
can only be queried once, and after it has been queried, the

adversary can make no further queries to the key update or

signing oracles.

At the end of the game, the adversary outputs its forgery (t∗,M∗,σ ∗).
It wins the game if σ ∗ verifies correctly under pk for time period t∗

and messageM∗, if it never queried the signing oracle onM∗ during
time period t∗, and if it queried the break-in oracle, then it did so

in a time period t̄ > t∗. We define 𝒜’s advantage Advfu-cma

ℱ𝒮 (𝒜) as
its probability in winning the above game.

We also define a selective variant of the above notion, referred

to as sfu-cma, where the adversary first has to commit to t̄ , t∗, and
M∗. More specifically, 𝒜 first outputs (t̄, t∗,M∗), then receives the

public key pk, is allowed to make signature and key update queries

until time period t = t̄ is reached, at which point it is given skt̄ and
outputs its forgery σ ∗.

3.2 Encoding time periods
We describe a bijection between t = t1∥t2∥ . . . ∈ {1, 2}

≤ℓ−1
and

t ∈ [2ℓ − 1] for any integer ℓ given by

t(t) = 1 +

|t |∑
i=1

(1 + 2
ℓ−i (ti − 1)) .

For instance, for ℓ = 3, thismaps ε, 1, 11, 12, 2, 21, 22 to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

The inverse of the bijection can be described as

t(1) = ε

t(t) = t(t − 1)∥1 if |t(t − 1)| < ℓ − 1

t(t) = t̄∥2 if |t(t − 1)| = ℓ − 1

where t̄ is the longest string such that t̄∥1 is a prefix of t(t − 1).

The bijection induces a natural precedence relation over {1, 2}≤ℓ−1

where t ⪯ t′ iff either t is a prefix of t′ or exists t̄ s.t. t̄∥1 is a prefix

of t and t̄∥2 is a prefix of t′. We also write t, t + 1 corresponding to

t, t + 1.

When interpreting t ∈ {1, 2}≤ℓ−1
as a path to a node in a binary

tree, where 1 denotes taking the left branch and 2 denotes taking

the right branch, then this precedence relation corresponds to a

pre-order traversal of the tree. An example of such a tree is depicted

in Figure 4.

Next, we associate any t ∈ {1, 2}≤ℓ−1
with a set Γt ⊂ {1, 2}

≤ℓ−1

given by

Γt :=
{
t
}
∪

{
t̄∥2 : t̄∥1 prefix of t

}
that corresponds to the set containing t and all the right-hand

siblings of nodes on the path from t to the root, which also happens

to be the smallest set of nodes that includes a prefix of all t′ ⪰ t.
For instance, for ℓ = 3, we have

Γ1 = {1, 2}, Γ11 = {11, 12, 2}, Γ12 = {12, 2} .

The sets Γt satisfy the following properties:

• t′ ⪰ t iff there exists u ∈ Γt s.t. u is a prefix of t′;
• For all t, we have Γt+1 = Γt \ {t} if |t| = ℓ − 1 or Γt+1 =

(Γt \ {t}) ∪ { t∥1, t∥2 } otherwise;
• For all t′ ≻ t, we have that for all u′ ∈ Γt′ , there exists u ∈ Γt
such that u is a prefix of u′.

The first property is used for verification and for reasoning about

security; the second and third properties are used for key updates.

3.3 Construction
We assume the bound T is of the form 2

ℓ − 1. We use the above

bijection so that the algorithms take input t ∈ {1, 2}≤ℓ−1
instead

of t ∈ [T ]. The following scheme is roughly the result of applying

the Canetti-Halevi-Katz technique to obtain forward security from

hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE) [16] to the signature

scheme determined by the key structure of the Boneh-Boyen-Goh

HIBE scheme [7]; we describe the differences at the end of this

subsection.

Setup. Let ℳ be the message space of the scheme and let Hq :

ℳ → {0, 1}κ be a hash function that maps messages to bit

strings of length κ such that 2
κ < q. Apart from the description

of the groups, the common system parameters also contain

the maximum number of time slots T = 2
ℓ − 1 and random

group elements h,h0, . . . ,hℓ ←
$ G1. These parameters could,

for example, be generated as the output of a hash function

modeled as a random oracle.

Key generation. Each signer chooses x ←$ Zq and computesy ←
дx

2
. It sets its public to pk = y and computes its initial secret

key sk1 ← {s̃kε } where

s̃kε =
(
дr

2
, hxhr

0
, hr

1
, . . . ,hrℓ

)
for r ←$ Zq .

Key update. We associate with each w ∈ {1, 2}k with k ≤ ℓ − 1 a

key s̃kw of the form

s̃kw = (c,d, ek+1
, . . . , eℓ)

=

(
дr

2
, hx (h0

k∏
j=1

h
w j
j )

r , hrk+1
, . . . , hrℓ

)
(1)

for r ←$ Zq . Given s̃kw, one can derive a key for any w′ ∈
{1, 2}k

′

which contains w as a prefix as

(c ′,d ′, e ′k ′+1
, . . . , e ′ℓ) =

(
c · дr

′

2
, d ·

k ′∏
j=k+1

e
w j
j · (h0

k ′∏
j=1

h
w j
j )

r ′ ,

ek ′+1
· hr

′

k ′+1
, . . . , eℓ · h

r ′
ℓ

)
(2)

5



for r ′ ←$ Zq .
The secret key skt at time period t is given by

skt = {s̃kw : w ∈ Γt} ,

which, by the first property of Γt, contains a key s̃kw for a prefix

w of all nodes t′ ⪰ t.
To perform a regular update of skt to skt+1, the signer users

the second property of Γt. Namely, if |t| < ℓ− 1, then the signer

looks up s̃kt = (c,d, e |t |+1
, . . . , eℓ) ∈ skt, computes

s̃kt∥1 ← (c,d · e |t |+1
, e |t |+2

, . . . , eℓ) ,

and derives s̃kt∥2 from s̃kt using Equation (2). The signer then

sets skt+1 ← (skt \ s̃kt) ∪ {s̃kt∥1, s̃kt∥2} and securely deletes

skt as well as the re-randomization exponent r ′ used in the

derivation of s̃kt∥2.
If |t| = ℓ − 1, then the signer simply sets skt+1 ← skt \ {s̃kt}
and securely deletes skt.
To perform a fast-forward update of its key to any time t′ ⪰ t,
the signer derives keys s̃kw′ for all nodes w′ ∈ Γt′ \ Γt by

applying Equation (2) to the key s̃kw ∈ skt such that w is a

prefix of w′, which must exist due to the third property of Γt.

The signer then sets skt′ ← {s̃kw′ : w′ ∈ Γt′} and securely

deletes skt as well as all re-randomization exponents used in

the key derivations.

Signing. To generate a signature on message M ∈ ℳ in time

period t ∈ {1, 2}≤ℓ−1
, the signer looks up

s̃kt = (c,d, e |t |+1
, . . . , eℓ) ∈ skt ,

chooses r ′ ←$ Zq , and outputs

(σ1,σ2) =

(
d · e

Hq (M )
ℓ

·
(
h0 ·

|t |∏
j=1

h
tj
j · h

Hq (M )
ℓ

)r ′
, c · дr

′

2

)
.

Verification. Anyone can verify a signature (σ1,σ2) ∈ G1 × G2

on message M under public key pk = y in time period t by
checking whether

e(σ1,д2) = e(h,y) · e
(
h0 ·

|t |∏
j=1

h
tj
j · h

Hq (M )
ℓ

, σ2

)
.

Note that the pairing e(h,y) can be pre-computed from the

public key ahead of time, so that verification only requires two

pairing computations.

Differences from prior works. We highlight the differences be-

tween our scheme and those in [7, 12, 15], assuming some familiar-

ity with these prior constructions.

• We rely on asymmetric bilinear groups for efficiency, and

our signature sits in G2 ×G1 instead of G2

2
. This way, it is

sufficient to give out the public parameters h0, . . . ,hℓ in G1

(which we can then instantiate using hash-to-curve without

trusted set-up) instead of having to generate “consistent”

public parameters (hi ,h
′
i ) = (д

xi
1
,дxi

2
) ∈ G1 ×G2.

• Our key-generation algorithm also deviates from that in the

Boneh-Boyen-Goh HIBE, which would set

pk = e(д1,д2)
x ,h = д1, s̃kε =

(
дr

2
,дx

1
hr

0
,hr

1
, . . . ,hrℓ

)
.

3.4 Correctness
We say that a secret key skt for time period t is well-formed if

skt = {s̃kw : w ∈ Γt}, where each s̃kw is of the form of Equation (1)

for an independent uniformly distributed exponent r ←$ Zq . We

first show that all honestly generated and updated secret keys are

well-formed, and then proceed to the verification of signatures.

The key skt is trivially well-formed for t = 1, i.e., t = ε , as can
be seen from the key generation algorithm. We now show that skt
is also well-formed after a regular update from time t to t + 1 and

after a fast-forward update from t to t′ ≻ t.
In a regular update, assume that skt is well-formed. If |t| = ℓ − 1,

then the update procedure sets skt+1 ← skt \ {s̃kt}, which by the

second property of Γt and the induction hypothesis means that

skt+1 is also well-formed. If |t| < ℓ − 1, the update procedure

adds keys s̃kt∥1 and s̃kt∥2 and removes s̃kt from skt, which by the

second property of Γt indeed corresponds to {w : w ∈ Γt+1}. More-

over, s̃kt∥1 is derived from s̃kt = s̃kt∥1 ← (c,d, e |t |+1
, . . . , eℓ) as

s̃kt∥1 ← (c,d · e |t |+1
, e |t |+2

, . . . , eℓ), which satisfies Equation (1)

with randomness r that is independent from all other keys in skt+1

because s̃kt < skt+1. Similarly, s̃kt∥2 satisfies Equation (1) because

it is generated as

c ′ = c · дr
′

2
= дr+r

′

2

d ′ = d · ek+1
· (h0

k∏
j=1

h
tj
j · h

wk+1

k+1
)r
′

= hx (h0

k∏
j=1

h
tj
j · h

2

k+1
)r+r

′

e ′k+2
= ek+2

· hr
′

k+2
= hr+r

′

k+2

...

e ′ℓ = eℓ · h
r ′
ℓ = hr+r

′

ℓ

satisfying Equation (1) with randomness r+r ′, which is independent
of the randomness of other keys in skt+1 due to the uniform choice

of r ′.
For the fast-forward update procedure, one can see that if skt is

well-formed, then the updated key skt′ for t′ ≻ t is well-formed as

well. Indeed, by adding the keys for nodes in Γt′ \ Γt and removing

those for Γt \ Γt′ , we have that skt′ contains keys s̃kw for all w ∈ Γt′ .
The randomness independence is guaranteed by the random choice

of r ′ in Equation (2). In the optimized variant, all keys still have

independent randomness because one key s̃kw′ ∈ skt′ will have
the same randomness r as some key s̃kw ∈ skt where w is a prefix

of w′. That randomness is independent from all other keys in skt′ ,
however, because the key s̃kw does not occur in skt′ . Indeed, by the
definition of Γt′ , one can see that Γt′ cannot have elements w , w′

with w a prefix of w′.
To see why signature verification works, observe that a signature

for time period t and message M is computed from a key s̃kt =
(c,d, e |t |+1

, . . . , eℓ) in a well-formed key skt. The left-hand side of

6



the verification equation is therefore

e(σ1,д2) = e

(
d · e

Hq (M )
ℓ

·
(
h0 ·

|t |∏
j=1

h
tj
j · h

Hq (M )
ℓ

)r ′
, д2

)
= e

(
hx

(
h0 ·

|t |∏
j=1

h
tj
j · h

Hq (M )
ℓ

)r+r ′
, д2

)
= e(hx ,д2) · e

(
h0 ·

|t |∏
j=1

h
tj
j · h

Hq (M )
ℓ

, д2

)r+r ′
= e(h,y) · e

(
h0 ·

|t |∏
j=1

h
tj
j · h

Hq (M )
ℓ

, σ2

)
.

3.5 Security
Theorem 3.1. For any fu-cma adversary 𝒜 against the above

forward-secure signature scheme in the random-oracle model for
T = 2

ℓ−1 time periods, there exists an adversaryℬwith essentially the
same running time and advantage in solving the ℓ-wBDHI

∗
3
problem

Adv
ℓ-wBDHI

∗
3

G1×G2

(ℬ) ≥ 1

T · qH

· Advfu-cma

ℱ𝒮 (𝒜) −
q2

H

2
κ ,

where qH is the number of random-oracle queries made by 𝒜.

Proof. We prove the theorem in two steps. First, we show that

the scheme is selectively secure when the message space ℳ =

{0, 1}κ and Hq is the identity function, meaning, interpreting a

κ-bit string as an integer in Zq .
Step 1: sfu-cma. We show that the above scheme with message

space ℳ = {0, 1}κ and Hq the identity function is sfu-cma-secure

under the ℓ-wBDHI
∗
3
assumption by describing an algorithm ℬ that,

given a successful sfu-cma forger𝒜′, solves the ℓ-wBDHI
∗
3
problem.

On input (A1 = д
α
1
,A2 = д

(α 2)

1
, . . . ,Aℓ = д

(α ℓ )

1
,B1 = д

α
2
, . . . ,ℬℓ =

д
(α ℓ )

2
,C), algorithm ℬ proceeds as follows.

It first runs 𝒜 to obtain (t̄, t∗,M∗). That is, 𝒜 receives skt̄ and
produces a forgery on t∗,M∗. Let w∗ ∈ {0, 1, 2}ℓ−1

such that w∗ =
w∗

1
∥ . . . ∥w∗

ℓ−1
= t∗∥0ℓ−1−|t∗ |

. It then sets the public key and public

parameters as

y ← B1

h ← д
γ
1
· Aℓ

h0 ← д
γ0

1
·

ℓ−1∏
i=1

A
−w∗i
ℓ−i+1

· A−M
∗

1

hi ← д
γi
1
· Aℓ−i+1

for i = 1, . . . , ℓ ,

where γ ,γ0, . . . ,γℓ ←
$ Zq .

By setting the parameters as such, ℬ implicitly sets x = α and

hx = A
γ
1
· д
(α ℓ+1)

1
. The reduction allows us to achieve two goals:

• extract the value of hx from a forgery on t∗,M∗ (provided
by𝒜′), allowing ℬ to easily compute its ℓ-wBDHI

∗
3
solution

e(д1,C)
(α ℓ+1)

;

• simulate s̃kw′ for allw′ ∈ {0, 1, 2}≤ℓ−1
which are not a prefix

of w∗; this would be useful for simulating both the signing

and the break-in oracle.

Algorithm ℬ responds to 𝒜′’s oracle queries as follows.

Key update. There is no need for ℬ to simulate anything beyond

keeping track of the current time period t.
Signing. We first describe how to answer a signing query for a

message M in time period t , t∗, and then describe the case

that t = t∗ and M , M∗. Let w ∈ {0, 1, 2}ℓ−1
be such that

w = t∥0ℓ−1−|t |
.

Case 1: t , t∗. It is easy to see that

t , t∗ ⇒ w , w∗.

(This crucially uses the fact that t, t∗ ∈ {1, 2}∗.) Then, let w′ =
w1∥ · · · ∥wk denote the shortest prefix ofwwhich is not a prefix

ofw∗. Extending the notation of s̃kw′ tow′ ∈ {0, 1, 2}≤ℓ−1
, we

describe how ℬ can derive a valid key s̃kw′ , from which it is

straight-forward to derive both s̃kw and a signature for t,M .

Recall that s̃kw′ has the structure

(c,d, ek+1
, . . . , eℓ) =(

дr
2
, hx

(
h0

k∏
i=1

hwi
i

)r
, hrk+1

, . . . , hrℓ

)
for a uniformly distributed value of r . Focusing on the second

component d first, we have that

d = hx ·

(
h0 ·

k∏
i=1

hwi
i

)r
=

(
д
γ
1
Aℓ

)α
·

((
д
γ0

1

ℓ−1∏
i=1

A
−w∗i
ℓ−i+1

A−M
∗

1

)
·

k∏
i=1

(
д
γi
1
𝒜ℓ−i+1

)wi
)r

= A
γ
1
д
(α ℓ+1)

1
·

(
д
γ0+

∑k
i=1

γiwi
1

A
wk−w∗k
ℓ−k+1

·

ℓ−1∏
i=k+1

A
−w∗i
ℓ−i+1

A−M
∗

1

)r
,

where the third equality holds becausewi = w
∗
i for 1 ≤ i < k

and wk , w∗k . (Note that in the product notation

∏ℓ−1

i=k+1

above, we let the result of the product simply be the unity

element if k +1 > ℓ−1.) Let us denote the four factors between

parentheses in the last equation as F1, F2, F3, and F4, and denote

their product as F . If we let

r ← r ′ +
αk

w∗k −wk
mod q

for a random r ′ ←$ Zq , then we have that

d = A
γ
1
· д
(α ℓ+1)

1
· F r

′

· F
αk

w∗k −wk .

The first and third factors in this product are easy to compute.

The second factor would allow ℬ to compute the solution its

ℓ-wBDHI
∗
3
problem as e(д

(α ℓ+1)

1
,C), so ℬ cannot simply com-

pute it. The last factor F
αk

w∗k −wk can be written as the product

7



of

F

αk
w∗k −wk

1
= A

γ
0
+
∑k
i=1

γi wi
w∗k −wk

k

F

αk
w∗k −wk

2
= A−α

k

ℓ−k+1
= д

−(α ℓ+1)

1

F

αk
w∗k −wk

3
=

ℓ−1∏
i=k+1

A

−w∗i
w∗k −wk

ℓ+k−i+1
=

ℓ−k−2∏
i=0

A

−w∗k+2+i
w∗k −wk

ℓ−i

F

αk
w∗k −wk

4
= A

−M∗
w∗k −wk

k+1
.

Because 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ−1, it is clear that all but the second of these

can be computed from ℬ’s inputs, and that the second cancels

out with the factor д
(α ℓ+1)

1
in d , so that it can indeed compute d

this way. The other components of the key are also efficiently

computable as

c = дr
′

2
· Bk

1

w∗k −wk

ei = hr
′

i · Aℓ+k−i+1
for i = k + 1, . . . , ℓ

= hr
′

k+i · Aℓ−i for i = 0, . . . , ℓ − k − 1 .

From this key (c,d, ek+1
, . . . , eℓ) for w′, ℬ can derive a key for

w and compute a signature as in the real signing algorithm.

Case 2: t = t∗,M , M∗. For a signing query with t = t∗ but
M , M∗, ℬ proceeds in a similar way, but derives the signature

(σ1,σ2) directly. Algorithm ℬ can generate a valid signature

using a similar approach as above, but using the fact thatM ,

M∗ instead of wk , w∗k . Namely, letting w = t∥0ℓ−1−|t |
, ℬ

computes a signature

σ1 = hx ·

(
h0 ·

ℓ−1∏
i=1

hwi
i · h

M
ℓ

)r
=

(
д
γ
1
Aℓ

)α
·

((
д
γ0

1
·

ℓ−1∏
i=1

A
−w∗i
ℓ−i+1

· A−M
∗

1

)
·

ℓ−1∏
i=1

(
д
γi
1
· Aℓ−i+1

)wi

· (д
γℓ
1
· A1)

M

)r
= A

γ
1
· д
(α ℓ+1)

1
·

(
д
γ0+

∑ℓ−1

i=1
γiwi+γℓM

1
· AM−M

∗

1

)r
σ2 = дr

2

by setting

r ← r ′ +
α ℓ

M∗ −M
mod q

for r ′ ←$ Zq , so that ℬ can compute (σ1,σ2) from its inputs

A1, . . . ,Aℓ,B1, . . . ,Bℓ similarly to the case that t , t∗.
Break in. Here, ℬ needs to simulate skt̄ where t

∗ ≺ t̄. This in turn

requires simulating s̃kw for all w ∈ Γ̄t. By the first property of

Γ̄t (described in Section 3.2), all of these w are not prefixes of

t∗ and also not prefixes of w∗, and we can therefore simulate

s̃kw exactly as before.

Forgery. When 𝒜′ outputs a forgery (σ ∗
1
,σ ∗

2
) that satisfies the

verification equation

e(σ ∗
1
,д2) = e(h,y) · e

(
h0 ·

|t∗ |∏
j=1

h
t ∗j
j · h

M∗
ℓ , σ ∗

2

)
,

then there exists an r ∈ Zq such that

σ ∗
1
= hα ·

(
h0 ·

|t∗ |∏
i=1

h
t ∗i
i · h

M∗
ℓ

)r
σ ∗

2
= дr

2
.

From the way that ℬ chose the parameters h,h0, . . . ,hℓ , one
can see that

σ ∗
1
= A

γ
1
· д
(α ℓ+1)

1
· (дr

1
)
γ0+

∑|t∗ |
i=1

γi t ∗i +γℓM
∗

Note that we do not know дr
1
, so we cannot directly extract

д
(α ℓ+1)

1
from σ ∗

1
. Instead, observe that we have

e(σ ∗
1
,C2) = e(A

γ
1
,C2) · e(д

(α ℓ+1)

1
,C2)

· e(C1,σ
∗
2
)γ0+

∑|t∗ |
i=1

γi t ∗i +γℓM
∗

,

from which ℬ can easily compute its output e(д
(α ℓ+1)

1
,C2) =

e(д1,д2)
(γ ·α ℓ+1)

. It does so whenever 𝒜′ is successful, so that

Adv
ℓ-wBDHI

∗
3

G1×G2

(ℬ) ≥ Advsfu-cma

ℱ𝒮 (𝒜′) .

Step 2: fu-cma. Full fu-cma security for ℳ = {0, 1}∗ and with Hq :

ℳ → {0, 1}κ modeled as a random oracle then follows because,

given an fu-cma adversary 𝒜 in the random-oracle model, one

can build a sfu-cma adversary 𝒜′ that guesses the time period t∗

and the index of 𝒜’s random-oracle query for Hq (M
∗), and sets

t̄ ← t∗+1. If𝒜′ correctly guesses t∗, then it can use skt̄ to simulate

𝒜’s signature, key update, and break-in queries after time t̄ until
𝒜’s choice of break-in time

¯t ′, at which point it can hand over skt̄ ′ .
If 𝒜′ moreover correctly guessed the index of Hq (M

∗), and if 𝒜
never made colliding queries Hq (M) = Hq (M

′) for M , M ′, then
𝒜’s forgery is also a valid forgery for 𝒜′. Note that for 𝒜 to be

successful, it must hold that
¯t ′ > t∗, so it must hold that

¯t ′ ≥ t̄ . The
advantage of 𝒜′ is given by

Advsfu-cma

ℱ𝒮 (𝒜′) ≥ 1

T · qH

· Advfu-cma

ℱ𝒮 (𝒜) −
q2

H

2
κ , (3)

where qH is an upper bound on 𝒜’s number of random-oracle

queries. Together with Equation (3), we obtain the inequality of the

theorem statement. □

4 FORWARD-SECURE MULTI-SIGNATURES
To obtain a multi-signature scheme, we observe that the component-

wise product (Σ1, Σ2) = (
∏n

i=1
σi ,1,

∏n
i=1

σi ,2) of a number of signa-

tures (σ1,1,σ1,2), . . . , (σn,1,σn,2) satisfies the verification equation

with respect of the product of public keys Y = y1 · . . . · yn . This
method of combining signatures is vulnerable to a rogue-key attack,

however, where a malicious signer chooses his public key based on

that of an honest signer, so that the malicious signer can compute

valid signatures for their aggregated public key. The scheme below
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borrows a technique due to Ristenpart and Yilek [39] using proofs

of possession to prevent against these types of attack.

4.1 Definitions
In addition to the algorithms of a forward-secure signature scheme

in Section 3.1, a forward-secure multi-signature scheme ℱℳ𝒮 in

the key verification model has a key genreation that additionally

outputs a proof π for the public key:

Key generation: (pk, π , sk1) ←
$ Kg. The key generation algorithm

generates a public verification key pk, a proof π , and an initial

secret signing key sk1 for the first time period.

and additionally has the following algorithms:

Key verification: b ← KVf(pk, π ). The key verification algorithm
returns 1 if the proof pk is valid for pk and returns 0 otherwise.

Key aggregation: apk ←$ KAgg(pk
1
, . . . , pkn ). On input a list of

individual public keys (pk
1
, . . . , pkn ), the key aggregation re-

turns an aggregate public key apk, or ⊥ to indicate that key

aggregation failed.

Signature aggregation. Σ←$ SAgg((pk
1
,σ1), . . . , (pkn,σn ), t,M).

Anyone can aggregate a given list of individual signatures

(σ1, . . . ,σn ) by different signerswith public keys (pk1
, . . . , pkn )

on the same messageM and for the same period t into a single

multi-signature Σ.
Aggregate verification. b ← AVf(apk, t,M, Σ). Given an aggre-

gate public key apk, a message M , a time period t , and an

aggregate signature Σ, the verification algorithm returns 1 to

indicate that all signers in apk signed M in period t , or 0 to

indicate that verification failed.

Correctness requires that KVf(pk, π ) = 1 with probability one

if (pk, π , sk1) ←
$ Kg and that for all messages M ∈ ℳ, for all

n ∈ Z, and for all time periods t ∈ {0, . . . ,T − 1}, it holds that

AVf(apk, t,M, Σ) = 1 with probability one if (pki , πi , ski ,1) ←
$ Kg,

apk ←$ KAgg(pk
1
, . . . , pkn ), ski , j ←

$ Upd(ski , j−1) for i = 1, . . . ,n
and j = 2, . . . , t , σi ←

$ Sign(ski ,t ,M) for i = 1, . . . ,n, and Σ ←$

SAgg((pk
1
,σ1), . . . , (pkn,σn ), t,M).

Unforgeability (fu-cma) is defined through a game that is similar

to that described in Section 3.1. The adversary is given the public

key pk and proof π of an honest signer and access to the same key

update, signing, and break-in oracles. However, at the end of the

game, the adversary’s forgery consists of a list of public keys and

proofs (pk∗
1
, π∗

1
, . . . , pk∗n, π

∗
n ), a messageM∗, a time period t∗, and

a multi-signature Σ∗. The forgery is considered valid if

• pk ∈ {pk∗
1
, . . . , pk∗n },

• the proofs π∗
1
, . . . , π∗n are valid for public keys pk∗

1
, . . . , pk∗n

according to KVf,
• Σ∗ is valid with respect to the aggregate public key apk∗ of
(pk∗

1
, . . . , pk∗n ), messageM∗, and time period t∗,

• t̄ > t∗,
• and𝒜 never made a signing query forM∗ during time period

t∗.

4.2 Construction
Let HG1

: {0, 1}∗ → G∗
1
be a hash function. The multi-signature

scheme reuses the key update and signature algorithms from the

scheme from Section 3.3, but uses different key generation and

verification algorithms, and adds signature and key aggregation.

Key generation. Each signer chooses x ←$ Zq and computesy ←
дx

2
and y′ ← HG1

(PoP,y), where PoP is a fixed string used as

a prefix for domain separation. It sets its public key to pk = y,
the proof to π = y′, and computes its initial secret key as

sk1 ← hx .
Key verification. Given a public key pk = y with proof π = y′,

the key verification algorithm validates the proof of possession

by returning 1 if

e(y′,д2) = e(HG1
(PoP,y),y)

and returning 0 otherwise.

Key aggregation. Given public keys pk
1

= y1, . . . ,

pkn = yn , the key aggregation algorithm computes Y ←∏n
i=1

yi and returns the aggregate public key apk = Y .
Signature aggregation. Given signatures σ1 = (σ1,1,σ1,2), . . . ,

σn = (σn,1,σn,2) ∈ G1 × G2 on the same message M , the

signature aggregation algorithm outputs

Σ = (Σ1, Σ2) =
( n∏
i=1

σi ,1 ,
n∏
i=1

σi ,2
)
.

Aggregate verification. Aggregate signatures are verified with

respect to aggregate public keys in exactly the same way as

individual signatures with respect to individual public keys.

Namely, given an aggregate signature (Σ1, Σ2) ∈ G1 ×G2 on

messageM under aggregate public key apk = Y in time period

t, the verifier accepts if and only if apk , ⊥ and

e(Σ1,д2) = e(h,Y ) · e
(
h0 ·

|t |∏
j=1

h
tj
j · h

Hq (M )
ℓ+1

, Σ2

)
.

4.3 Security
Theorem 4.1. For any fu-cma adversary 𝒜 against the above

forward-secure multi-signature scheme for T = 2
ℓ − 1 time periods

in the random-oracle model, there exists an adversary ℬ with essen-
tially the same running time that solves the ℓ-wBDHI

∗
3
problem with

advantage

Adv
ℓ-wBDHI

∗
3

G1×G2

(ℬ) ≥ 1

T · qH

· Advfu-cma

ℱℳ𝒮 (𝒜) −
q2

H

2
κ ,

where qH is the number of random-oracle queries made by 𝒜.

Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that a forger 𝒜 for

the multi-signature scheme yields a forger 𝒜′ for the single-signer
scheme of Section 3.3 such that

Advfu-cma

ℱ𝒮 (𝒜′) ≥ Advfu-cma

ℱ𝒮 (𝒜) .

The theorem then follows from Theorem 3.1.

The key idea following [39] is to program HG1
in such a way

that we can “extract” a valid forgery for the single-signer scheme

starting from that for the multi-signature scheme. In particular,

• given a rogue public key pk∗i = yi with proof π∗i = y
′
i where

yi = д
xi
2
, we can extract the corresponding secret key hxi

from y′i by programming HG1
(PoP,yi ) = h

ri
.

9



• given hxi for all yi , y along with a valid forgery for the

multi-signature scheme, we can extract a forgery for the

single-signer scheme.

Step 1: simulating 𝒜’s view. On input the parameters (T ,h,h0, . . . ,

hℓ) and a public key y for the single-signer scheme, the single-

signer forger 𝒜′ chooses r ←$ Z∗q and stores (y,⊥,дr
1
) in a list L. It

computes y′ ← yr and runs 𝒜 on the same common parameters

and target public key pk = y and proof π = y′. Observe that π is

indeed a valid proof for pk since e(y′,д2) = e(HG1
(PoP,y),y).

Algorithm𝒜′ answers all of𝒜’s key update, signing, and break-

in oracle queries, as well as random-oracle queries for Hq , by sim-

ply relaying queries and responses to and from 𝒜′’s own oracles.

Queries to the random oracle for HG1
are answered as follows.

Random oracle HG1
. On input (PoP, z),𝒜′ checks whether there

already exists a tuple (z, ·,v) ∈ L. If so, it returns v . If not, it
chooses r ←$ Z∗q , computes v ← hr , adds a tuple (z, r ,v) to L
and returns v .y

Step 2: extracting a forgery. When 𝒜 outputs its forgery

(pk∗
1
, π∗

1
, . . . , pk∗n, π

∗
n ),M

∗, t∗, Σ∗,

algorithm 𝒜′ first verifies the proofs π∗
1
, . . . , π∗n for public keys

pk∗
1
, . . . , pk∗n and computes the aggregate public key apk∗, creating

additional entries in L if necessary. Let pk∗i = yi = д
xi
2

and π∗i = y
′
i .

Looking ahead, if pk∗i passes key verification, then we have y′i =
(hxi )ri and since we know ri , we will be able to “extract” hxi ∈ G1.

If all keys are valid, then it holds that y′i = HG1
(PoP,yi )

xi
for all

i = 1, . . . ,n. Let apk∗ = Y be the aggregate public key. From the

aggregate verification equation

e(Σ∗
1
,д2) = e(h,Y ) · e

(
h0 ·

|t∗ |∏
j=1

h
t ∗j
j · h

Hq (M∗)
ℓ

, Σ∗
2

)
and the fact that Y =

∏n
i=1

yi = y · д

∑n
i=1,yi ,y

xi
2

, we have that

e(Σ∗
1
,д2) = e(h,y) · e(h,д2)

∑n
i=1,yi ,y

xi ·

e

(
h0 ·

ℓ∏
j=1

h
t ∗j
j · h

Hq (M∗)
ℓ+1

, Σ∗
2

)
⇔ e(Σ∗

1
· h
−

∑n
i=1,yi ,y

xi ,д2) = e(h,y)·

e

(
h0 ·

|t∗ |∏
j=1

h
t ∗j
j · h

Hq (M∗)
ℓ

, Σ∗
2

)
.

For all yi , y, 𝒜′ looks up the tuple (yi , ri ,vi ) in L. We know that

vi = h
ri
, and hence that y′i = h

rixi
. By comparing the last equation

above to the verification equation of the single-signer scheme, and

by observing that y′i = h
rixi

, we know that the pair

σ ∗
1
← Σ∗

1
·

n∏
i=1,yi,y

y′i
−1/ri

σ ∗
2
← Σ∗

2

is a valid forgery for the single-signer scheme, so 𝒜′ can output

M∗, t∗, (σ ∗
1
,σ ∗

2
) as its forgery. □

5 EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
In section we analyze the efficiency of the Pixel scheme by analyz-

ing the computational work and the size of objects, and present

estimated performance figures. We let T = 2
ℓ − 1 denote the maxi-

mum number of time periods.

Computational Efficiency. The main operations are key genera-

tion, updating the key, signing, aggregating public keys, and veri-

fying signatures.

• Key generation requires 1 exponentiation in each of G1 and

G2.

• Key verification requires 2 pairings.

• Key update for an arbitrary number of time steps requires

ℓ2 exponentiations and 2ℓ2 multiplications in G2 and ℓ ex-

ponentiations in G1; key updates can of course be entirely

precomputed, if necessary. Key updates from t to t + 1 re-

quire ℓ − |t| exponentation in G1 and 1 exponentiation in

G2 (ignoring multiplications) if |t| < ℓ − 1, and no group

operations if |t| = ℓ − 1. On average, this only requires

1/2 · 0 + 1/4 · 2 + 1/8 · 3 + 1/16 · 4 + · · · ≤ 1.5

exponentiations in G1 and

1/2 · 0 + 1/4 · 1 + 1/8 · 1 + 1/16 · 1 + · · · ≤ 0.5

exponentiation in G2. That is, irrespective of the maximum

number of time periods T , the average work for updating

the key does not exceed 1.5 and 0.5 exponentiations in G1

and G2, respectively.

• Signing requires 3 exponentiations and 4ℓ multiplications in

G1 and 1 exponentiation in G2. By precomputing

σ1,1 ← d ·
(
h0 ·

ℓ−1∏
j=1

h
tj
j
)r ′

σ1,2 ← eℓ · h
r ′
ℓ

σ2 ← c · дr
′

2
,

the signature can be computed as σ1 ← σ1,1 · σ
Hq (M )
1,2 once

the messageM is known, bringing the online computation

down to a single exponentiation.

• Aggregating N public keys together costs N − 1 multiplica-

tions in G2. Here, we ignore the cost of verifying proofs of

possession, which should only be performed once per public

key.

• Verification of a signature requires 3 pairings (or one 3-multi-

pairing) and ℓ multiplications and 1 exponentiation in G1,

plus subgroup membership checks for G1 and G2.

Space Efficiency. We are mainly concerned with the size of the

public parameters, public keys, secret keys, and signatures.

• The public parameters consist of ℓ + 2 elements of G1.

• Every public key is a single element of G2.

• The size of skt is ℓ(ℓ − 1)/2 elements in G1 and ℓ elements

in G2.

• A signature consists of one element in G1 and one element

in G2.
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keygen key sign key agg. key agg. verify |pk| |σ | |skt |
update (N = 1000) (N = 5000)

pk ∈ G2, T = 2
20 − 1 1.03 ms 0.75 ms 1.56 ms 3.04 ms 15.22 ms 4.66 ms 96 B 144 B 11 kB

pk ∈ G2, T = 2
30 − 1 1.03 ms 0.75 ms 1.59 ms 3.04 ms 15.22 ms 4.68 ms 96 B 144 B 23 kB

pk ∈ G1, T = 2
20 − 1 1.03 ms 1.31 ms 2.85 ms 0.83 ms 4.13 ms 4.19 ms 48 B 144 B 19 kB

pk ∈ G1, T = 2
30 − 1 1.03 ms 1.31 ms 2.98 ms 0.83 ms 4.13 ms 4.25 ms 48 B 144 B 43 kB

Figure 5: Estimated performance figures of the Pixel signature scheme algorithms, and the size of public keys, signatures,
and secret keys when using a BLS12-381 curve. N denotes the amount of keys aggregated in key aggregation. Note that the
estimated running time of key update procedure is based on the average cost of updating from time t to t + 1.

Estimated Performance. Figure 5 shows estimated performance

figures
2
and object sizes for the BLS12-381 curve [2]. Note that

G1 and G2 are not equally efficient, G1 has a more efficient group

operation and elements can be represented in half the space. We

can choose whether we let place public keys in G1 or G2 represent

the more efficient group. Setting up the scheme with pk ∈ G2 yields

smaller secret keys and faster signing time, while choosing pk ∈ G1

results in smaller public keys and faster key aggregation.

6 VARIANTS AND EXTENSIONS
Deterministic signatures. In practice, it is helpful to implement

deterministic signing and key updates in order to protect against

attacks arising from bad randomness.We can achieve using the stan-

dard technique [5] of deriving randomness from a random oracle.

More precisely, we assume a random oracleH′ that maps to Zq , and
when signing M at time t , we use r ← H′(rand-sign, ˜skt ,M, t).
When updating the key from time t to t+1, wemay need to compute

s̃kt∥1 and s̃kt∥2 from s̃kt. The required randomness r can be com-

puted with H(rand-update, s̃kt). Alternatively, if we wish to avoid

additional use of a random oracle, we can rely on prior “forward-

secure PRG techniques” [30] as follows: during set-up, we sample

a random seed s for a length-doubling pseudorandom generator

whose outputs areG0(s),G1(s). Whenever we need fresh random-

ness r for signing or key updates, we set r = G1(s) and replace s
with G0(s).

Non-binary trees. One could try to reduce the key size by using

b-ary trees instead of binary trees. A larger value of b reduces the

depth of the tree, but increases the amount of key material that

must be kept at each level of the tree. To support T time periods,

one needs a b-ary tree of depth ℓ = ⌈logb T ⌉. A node key at level d ,
however, can now take up to b − 1 keys of one element in G2 and

(ℓ + d − 2) elements of G1.

The savings effect is quite limited, however, because the disad-

vantage of needing more keys per level quickly starts dominating

the advantage of having less levels. For practical values of T , the
maximum size of the secret key will usually be minimal for b = 3.

Parallel key timelines. In some applications, a signer may want to

maintain several parallel timelines for different usages of a signing

key. For example, in a sharded blockchain, the shards may be run-

ning in parallel at different speeds, without strict synchronization

2
Computed by measuring the speed of the individual group operations (using the

rust implementation of BLS12-381 used by zcash on an Intel i7 CPU) and summing the

measured cost of all operations of each algorithm.

between the shards. If a time frame of the forward-secure signature

scheme corresponds to the block height of a blockchain, for exam-

ple, then the signer needs to maintain a different key schedule for

the different shards.

A trivial approach is to run a separate instance of Pixel per
timeline, and certify each public key with one root signing key.

A more efficient approach for our particular scheme is to replace

the fixed common parameter h with the output of a hash func-

tionHG1
(scope, scope). Meaning, during key generation, the signer

generates skscope,1 ← HG1
(scope, scope)x for all relevant scopes

scope and deletes the master key x . It can then update, sign, and

aggregate signatures for each scope separately in the same way

as before, but substituting HG1
(scope, scope) for h. Verification of

individual signatures and of multi-signatures is also the same as

before, substituting HG1
(scope, scope) for h.

Tighter security. The loss in tightness in Equation (3) ofT ·qH can

be brought down toT ·qS using Coron’s technique [20], where qS is

the number of signing queries made by the adversary𝒜, by hashing

the message into G1 instead of into Zq . Namely, a multi-signature

would be a tuple (Σ1, Σ2, Σ3) satisfying

e(Σ1,д2) = e(h,Y ) · e
(
h0 ·

ℓ∏
j=1

h
tj
j , Σ2

)
· e

(
HG1
(msg,M), Σ3

)
.

This scheme has the additional advantage of saving up to ℓ elements

ofG1 in secret key size, but signatures are one element ofG2 longer

than the base scheme. We leave details to the reader.

Avoiding proofs-of-possession. In situations where proofs-of-pos-

session are not desirable, one could alternatively reuse techniques

from [9, 34] to avoid rogue-key attacks. Signers’ public keys are

simply given by pki = yi = д
xi
2
, but the aggregate public key is com-

puted as apk ←
∏n

i=1
pk

Hq ({pk1
, ...,pkn },pki )

i . Individual signatures

(σ1,1,σ1,2), . . . , (σn,1,σn,2) are aggregated as

(Σ1, Σ2) ←
( n∏
i=1

σ
Hq ({pk1

, ...,pkn },pki )
i ,1 ,

n∏
i=1

σ
Hq ({pk1

, ...,pkn },pki )
i ,2

)
,

so that verification can be performed as usual.

Partial aggregation of multi-signatures. Further savings in terms

of signature length can be obtained by partially aggregating multi-

signatures. Multi-signatures (Σi ,1, Σi ,2) under aggregate public

keys apki = Yi on messagesMi for time periods ti for i = 1, . . . ,n,
can be compressed into an aggregate multi-signature (Σ1, Σ1,2, . . . ,
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Σn,2) where Σ1 ←
∏n

i=1
Σi ,1, which can be verified by checking

that

e(Σ1,д2) = e(h,
n∏
i=1

Yi ) ·
n∏
i=1

e

(
h0 ·

ℓ∏
j=1

h
ti , j
j · h

Hq (Mi )

ℓ+1
, Σi ,2

)
.

Care must be taken, however, that either the messages Mi are

all different, or that all aggregate public keys apk
1
, . . . , apkn are

“trusted”, in the sense that the verifier checks that they are com-

posed of individual public keys with valid proofs of possession. One

could enforce the messagesMi to be all different by including the

aggregate public key in the message Mi = apki ∥M
′
i , but this has

the disadvantage that the aggregate public key (and hence, the set

of signers in the aggregate) must be known at the time of signing.

Failure to follow these precautions makes the scheme insecure,

because for a given aggregate public key apk
1
it is easy to come

up with a “rogue” key apk
2
= дx

2
/apk

1
that allows an adversary to

forge an aggregate signature on any message under apk
1
and apk

2
.
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